Ramsey's Draft - West Augusta, Virginia

Length

Difficulty

Streams

Views

Solitude

Camping

16.8 mls
Hiking Time:
Elev. Gain:
Parking:

2 Days
3,170 ft with multiple ascents
Right into Mountain House Picnic Area cross concrete spillway, Park on right 100 yards up dirt road

The Ramsey's Draft Loop is beautiful with ridge line valley views, springs and streams but is tiring with long
ascents and knob traverses on the 11.0 mile first day. Unlike most ridge trails the Bald Ridge Trail is a long
series of ascents and descents of six knobs. It is 6+ hours of hiking to one of several great camp spots
anywhere from Hiner Spring and below. Also note that some portions of the trails are hard to spot and not
well marked.
Start out at the end of the parking lot for 150 yards then turn right where a trail will cross Ramsey's Draft.
We needed to go about 50 yards upstream to find a low water spot to cross. Follow the trail as it begins to
ascend the mountain for the longest steepest section of the loop as it winds up to the ridge in 2.0 miles.
At the ridge turn left as the trail you have been following now continues down the other side of the
mountain. Follow the ridge trail 4.5 miles (yellow diamond marked in places) as it crosses The Peak, Bald
Ridge Knob, The Pinnacle and Gordon Peak before arriving at the next trail junction.
There is a small clearing with a trail coming in from the right and pond to your left. Continue around the
pond on the right side where the trail continues uphill, then descends and in 1.7 miles arrives at the next
trail junction.
Turn hard left at this junction and gradually ascend for 1.3 miles to arrive at Hiner Spring. There are several
good camp sites here.
Turn hard left downhill staying to the left of the stream down the valley (the trail does not become apparent
for about 150 yards as it passes over rocks). In 0.3 miles you will pass several great camp sites. Choose
one for your camping spot.
Continue down the trail as crosses the steam and in 0.4 miles turns more to the right. For the next 3.0
miles you will cross Ramsey's Draft several more times before arriving at the intersection of the Jerry's Run
Trail that comes in from the right.Cross the draft again continuing down the trail as it crosses back and forth
several more times for 2.1 miles where you will arrive at the next rail intersection.
Stay left continuing next to the draft for the remaining 0.1 miles back to the parking area.
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